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Problem
Navigating cryptocurrency is not as straightforward as it appears. 
The key lies in investing in a project that will endure, advance, and 
offer a sustainable business model along with token appreciation.



Currently, launchpads primarily provide a technical foundation 
solely for fundraising. However, there's a need to assist projects 
throughout their entire lifecycle to foster shared success and drive 
increased revenue.
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Mohammed
founder

Mohammed, our experienced founder. 

With successful ventures such as 

Toubkal Lab, Ridotto, and The Jokers. 

Along with his Data Factory solution 

generating $5M in revenue over 3 years, 

Mohammed's exceptional financial 

acumen spearheads NAKALAB's path to 

resounding success.

/mohammedmarragh

IBRAHIM
CTo

Ibrahim, Nakapad's blockchain linchpin. 

Bringing more than 8 years of expertise 

in financial and software development, 

Ibrahim leads our technology initiatives. 

With a versatile skill set encompassing 

mobile and backend development, He is 

the visionary behind our technical 

innovations.

/ isefatuna

BENJAMIN
CMO

Benjamin, an accomplished Chief 

Marketing Officer (CMO) with 5+ years of 

experience, has an extensive history of 

impressive achievements, including 

expanding Twitter followers to 100k in 

just 4 months and running successful 

NFT campaigns.

/benjamin-g-szabo

We are Web3 Builders

https://www.linkedin.com/in/mohammedmarragh/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/isefatuna/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/benjamin-g-szabo/
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KIRA
WEB3 LEGAL


EXPERT

paulo
designer

MILAN
WEB3 DEVELOPER

SOUFIANE
operations &

Partnerships

GARY
SOLIDITY


DEVELOPER

YARi
WEB3 DEVELOPER

our

team
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AISSAM
scaling & Ops 


Strategist

ZAK
Business Analyst


& DeGen

FAYROUZ
MARKETING GURU

cosmino
MARKETING EXPERT

Advisors and Partners
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92% failure rate
Without the right mentorship and solid support 
system in place, tackling the state-of-the-art 
tech of blockchain has led to an astonishing 92% 
failure rate among projects.

LIMITED ACCESS
Limited access to early-stage investment 
opportunities often hinders the growth of 
startups.

Complexity of launch
Innovators and project founders often face 
complex launches. Navigating technical, 
regulatory, and liquidity challenges makes project 
initiation daunting. 

>280
rug pulls executed in 2022 alone

$425 million
total loss in results

Why Nakapad?
Solving the Challenges in Blockchain Project Launches
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A Case Study in

Project Launch

NAKAPAD will play a private role in making projects 
survive and thrive and give them the tools needed to 
overcome changes and market fluctuations :

Despite being a real project with a tangible product, 
significant user base, and extensive marketing 
efforts, the $KASTA token experienced a drastic 
decline of -98%.

The project encountered hurdles due to an 
inadequate token economic model, underestimation 
of the utility of market manipulation, and a strategy 
driven by significant token sell-offs. $KASTA Price History
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Nakapad Services
Setting you up for success

LEGAL MARKETING TECHNICAL LIQUIDITY

the a-z, one-stop shop solution, helping projects from their

initial idea to launch.
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40,000+
members across Twitter, 
Discord, and Telegram

280+
videos created by the community

25
ama sessions

1830+
Articles

Nakapad Community:

A Dynamic Overview
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Phase 1:

Foundation and

Strategy

 Establish the Nakapad business model and 

initial deck

 Conduct a seed funding round, onboarding 

strategic investors.

Q2 2023

Phase 2:

Development and 
Initial Launch

 Hire key personnel and develop the 

Nakapad minimum viable product (MVP), 

including the launchpad and toolbox.

 Begin onboarding projects to the platform

 Bootstrap the nakapad community

Q3 2023 - Q1 2024

Phase 3:

GO-TO-MARKET

 Open a private funding round and finalize 

the go-to-market strategy.

 Launch the toolbox service

 Implement the go-to-market strategy, 

including onboarding key opinion leaders 

(KOLs), collaborations with centralized 

exchanges (CEX), and other partnerships.

Q2 2024

Phase 4:

SCALING UP

 Conduct a public funding round to further 

capitalize the project.

 Launch the IDO (Initial DEX Offering) 

platform to the public.

Q2/Q3 2024

Phase 5:

BROADENING THE

HORIZON

 Expand the Nakapad offer, introducing a 

grant program on new blockchain networks 

and exploring additional services and tools 

to support projects at various stages of their 

lifecycle.

Q4 2024

Our Roadmap: 
From Launchpad to Bridge, DEX, and Chain
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NakaPad: Redefining 
Standards
Nakapad is revolutionizing the launchpad industry. With our 
innovative ranking method, we highlight and support the growth 
of the most promising projects. What do we stand for? Absolute 
transparency, unwavering trust, and steadfast integrity.

nakapad.io
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Introducing the Nakapad

Self Service Toolkit

Reward Pool Safe Vault Token Minter
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nakapad.io

nakapad.io

Reward Pool
Enhance your community engagement with our Reward Pool, 
designed for easy setup of custom reward schemes. This feature 
keeps your community motivated, allowing for adjustments 
based on feedback. With our user-friendly interface, adapting to 
your project's growth is straightforward, ensuring sustained 
community involvement and loyalty.

READY
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Safe Vault
Our Safe Vault guarantees the integrity of your project's finances. 
Offering a transparent and dependable mechanism for fund 
management and token distribution, it ensures accuracy and 
accountability in every transaction. Crafted to foster confidence 
among contributors, it lays a solid groundwork for your project's 
prosperity.

READY

nakapad.io

nakapad.io



Token Minter
An intuitive feature that simplifies the token creation process. 
With an interface that caters to both the tech-savvy and those 
new to blockchain. This tool aims to guide you through creating 
and launching your token with ease. Reinforcing our focus is on 
removing technical barriers, making token launch accessible to a 
broader range of projects.

READY

15

nakapad.io

nakapad.io
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NakaSwap: Liquidity

& Launch Hub
Nakaswap stands as your premier destination for liquidity 
solutions. With our creative incentive programs, projects gain not 
only a protective buffer but also a significant boost to their 
liquidity, all while fostering and valuing the community's active 
participation and support.

UNDER DEVELOPMENT

nakapad.io
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NakaBridge: Seamless 
Connectivity
Effortlessly bridge your tokens across multiple blockchain 
platforms, expanding your project’s reach and simplifying cross-
chain interactions. It’s your project’s key to surmounting single 
blockchain constraints, granting access to a wider network that 
bolsters adaptability and nurtures growth potential.

nakapad.io

UNDER DEVELOPMENT
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NakaPay: Streamlining 
Crypto Transactions
Discover a world where secure crypto payments are a breeze. 
With Nakapay, enjoy seamless transactions and effortless fund 
transfers, unlocking the next-gen crypto experience. Pay with 
crypto, and relish the satisfaction of earning rewards and 
cashback as you transact.

UPCOMING

Jonathan Doe 01/21

1 2 3 4  5 6 7 8  0 0 0 0  0 0 0 0
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NakaChain: Secure 
Versatility
Explore Nakachain, a revolutionary blockchain that seamlessly 
combines EVM compatibility with the rock-solid security of 
Bitcoin. Step into a world where technology's boundaries are 
ever-expanding, guaranteeing swift and seamless transactions 
on a robust platform.

Bridge, Dex

Nakachain

Bitcoin

Control

Privacy

Hyper-Scale

General Purpose

Composability

Permissionless

Scale

Security

Decentralization

UPCOMING
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The Power of $NFUEL - NakaFuel
A Brief Overview

$NKF is the driving force behind NakaLab

An all-in-one ecosystem designed to facilitate investment, trading, and 
building. We provide a seamless path for blockchain projects, from the initial 
idea to a fully operational, revenue-generating protocol.

Nakapad

Serves as a unified solution in the cryptocurrency world. It consolidates a wide 
array of services, which are typically scattered across various platforms, into a 
single, intuitive, and user-friendly interface.

A comprehensive ecosystem, designed to guide and guard your 

project’s evolution.
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Streamlined Tokenomics
Token Distribution Overview

Allocation Type Allocation Size

Public Sale 8.00%

Private Sale 38.00%

Early Investors - Seed 4.00%

Advisors 5.00%

Team 10.00%

DAO Growth 35.00%

Liquidity/CEX 10.00%

$ 590,000 Initial 
$ 2,400,000 

MC

FDV
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Legal Disclaimer
This deck shall not be treated as and shall not be deemed to constitute any kind of technical, financial, investment, commodity 
trading, legal, tax or any other professional advice. Any ideas, forecasts provided in this deck shall be considered as assumptions 
only, may be subject to change and shall not be considered a comprehensive representation of future standing of the project and 
the ecosystem. We have prepared this deck based on information available to us, including information derived from public sources 
that have not been independently verified. No representation or warranty, express or implied, is provided in relation to the fairness, 
accuracy, correctness, completeness or reliability of the information, opinions or conclusions expressed herein. NAKA token is not 
and shall not be considered as money or electronic money. Purchasers of NAKA tokens take sole responsibility for any restrictions 
and risks associated with receiving and holding such tokens. We do not make any representation or warranty, express or implied, in 
relation to the fairness, accuracy, correctness, completeness or reliability of the information, opinions or conclusions expressed 
herein.
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Connect with Us!
contact@nakapad.io

twitter.com/nakapad_io
discord.gg/nakapad

mailto:contact@nakapad.io
https://twitter.com/nakapad_io
http://discord.gg/nakapad

